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Reason
Daily problems:
• Reach limit in miniaturization of solid-state electronic
device

Why is DNA a good candidate as transistor:
• Small size
• Width band of realizing its electric property

• Have the desire to achieve competitive technologies that
would not have the same excessive specific heat,
accompanying any computational work

The problem that arose:
• There is no universal theory of explaining the
mechanism of charge transfer through DNA

Our goals:
1. To go over previous existing theories and experimental works
2. To find out any correlations between circumstances and electric property of DNA
3. To write down existing calculated and predicted values of electric characteristics of nucleobases
4. To sum up previous steps of studying DNA
5. To come up with own idea of explanation of mechanism of charge migration through DNA, based on past
experience
6. To build up mathematic model of electron transfer through acids chain and further to do experiments and
check if they are satisfying with each other.

DNA
The overlapping of electronic π-systems leads to a good
electronic exchange interaction, as well as to the stability of the
entire system. It is this electronic configuration of the DNA
molecule that allows us to assume that the charge transfer occurs
over π-conjugate bases (Chen & Tao, 2009), (Luo & Frisbie, 2010).
DNA can be considered as a semiconductor with a wide
forbidden band, but many experiments indicate that this
biological molecule has a wide range of conductivity values: from
the insulator to the induced superconductor (4 K; (Kasumov,
Klinov, Roche, Guron, Bouchiat, 2004) ).

Stages of charge transfer along the DNA chain

The emergence of a
charge on a donor and
transfer it to a chain

The charge transport
through the chain

Capture of a charge by
an acceptor and its
registration

This figure shows the main steps that determine the transfer of charge along the DNA chain. Each of
these stages can have a significant influence on the further dynamics of the process of charge
migration along the nucleotide chain, i.e. each stage can be a limiting factor.
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The general idea of setting up
experiments from research
objects with the requirements
presented to them is presented
schematically, to the physical
methods of detecting the
process of charge migration.

Migration mechanism

Theory of Marcus

Tunneling

chemical kinetics combined
with thermodynamics

exponential charge transfer
probability:
𝑘𝑒𝑡 ~ exp −𝛽𝑟 ,

Hopping mechanism

can be a multi-stage or onestage process

Polaron mechanism

Bipolaron mechanism

charge transfer increases
with increasing temperature

explains the phenomenon of
superconductivity

in the absence of a potential
difference, the motion is
possible due to the positive
gradient of the curvature of
the chain

as a result of an effective
electron-phonon interaction,
pairing of polarons with
opposite spins takes place
and the Coulomb repulsion is
compensated

r - distance between donor
and acceptor

occurs through an
intermediate reaction of
"charge transfer":
D + A -> [D---A]->D+ + A-

coherent mechanism - the
electron is not localized and
does not exchange energy
with the environment

a power-law dependence on
the distance of the
probability of charge
transfer:

Theory of Davydov

the bound state of localized
oscillations of a chain with a
charge, realized by a
nonlinear electron-phonon
interaction

stable at very low
temperatures T < 10 K

𝑘𝑒𝑡 ~𝑟 −𝛼 ,
r - distance between donor
and acceptor

probability of transport in
reactions:𝑘𝑒𝑡 =
𝐻𝐷𝐴 2 exp −

𝜆+Δ𝐺0 2
4𝜆𝑘𝐵 𝑇

,

𝐻𝐷𝐴 -overlap integral; 𝜆-energy
of medium reorganization;
Δ𝐺0 -free energy of Gibbs

the driving force is the
oxidation potentials of the
donor and acceptor

short distances

lifetime order of picoseconds
short distances
the presence of reaction
products-the proof of the
hopping mechanism of
carrying the charge carrier

long distances

A general scheme combining existing models,
underlying the mechanism of charge transfer along
the DNA chain.

Model representation of
DNA

One-dimensional chain

the interaction between
the bases is due to the
overlapping of the πsystems of the
neighboring aromatic
bases

Quasi-one-dimensional
chain

Double helix model

one-dimensional chain
model + allowance for
the interaction between
two DNA chains

with the help of this
model, it is possible to
explain local
perturbations in
studying the annealing
dynamics of DNA

Existing models for examining the DNA molecule. Each model is characterized by its own set of degrees of freedom for the
molecule: in the equations of motion within a single model, intermolecular interactions between DNA strings, degrees of
freedom, responsible for rotations, shifts, displacements of the polynucleotide chain itself.

The composition of the
polynucleotide chain (as well as the
substitution of other molecules for
natural bases)

Lengths of the polynucleotide chain

The main
parameters affecting
the rate of charge
transfer

Modifications in the structure of
DNA

Environments (isolated molecule /
in solution)

The rate of charge transfer depends on:

Temperatures

Contact

TR - transfer rate,
CT - charge
transport,
HT - hole transport

External field

Sample Preparation Techniques

Experimental conditions

Doping with nanoparticles

Molecules selected as a donor and
an acceptor

Distances between donor and
acceptor

This table stores
some results
regarding theme of
charge migration
through DNA

Our mathematical model
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[*]

𝐾𝑛 - constant of elasticity,

𝛼𝑛 - charge energy on the n-th site,
𝛼𝑛′ - the charge-coupling constant
with the displacement of the n-th
section from the equilibrium
position
𝑈𝑀 𝑧𝑛 - Morse potential

Further goals:
• To keep on going over published works regarding similar theme
• To make calculations based on our derived mathematical model
• To do experiments
• To satisfy experimental results with model’s prediction

Thank you for your attention!
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Nucleotide

Topological area:
(A2)

The average size of a
molecule
(А)

𝛍 (dipole moment)
(D)

The potential of
oxidation (eV)
*acetonitrile solvent

Timin (T)
Cytosine (C)
Adenine (A)
Guanine (G)

58,2
67,5
80,5
96,2

4,305
4,636
5,06
5,535

3,975
5,684
2,492
5,450

1,9
1,9
1,69
1,24

Nucleotide pairs

The exchange integral
(eV)

Nucleotide pairs

The exchange integral
(eV)

GG

0,084

TG

0,085

GA

0,089

TA

0,086

GT

0,137

TT

0,158

GC

0,110

TC

0,076

AG

0,049

CG

0,042

AA

0,030

CA

0,029

AT

0,105

CT

0,1

AC

0,061

CC

0,041

Characteristics of nucleotides

Falloff parameter and its limitation:
𝑘𝐶𝑇 𝑅 = 𝑘0 exp(−𝛽𝑅)

Principal mechanisms of photoinduced electron
transfer

(Wagenknecht, 2006)

Principal mechanisms of photoinduced electron
transfer

(Wagenknecht, 2006)

